Hybrid oligomer duplexes formed with phosphorothioate DNAs: CD spectra and melting temperatures of S-DNA.RNA hybrids are sequence-dependent but consistent with similar heteronomous conformations.
Knowledge of the relative stabilities of S-DNA.RNA hybrids of different sequences is important for choosing RNA targets for hybridization with antisense phosphorothioate oligodeoxyribonucleotides (S-DNAs). It is also important to know how hybrid secondary structure varies with sequence, since different structures could influence thermal stability and the activity of RNase H. Our approach has been to study relatively simple sequences consisting of repeating di-, tri-, and tetranucleotides, which allow the maximum resolution of nearest-neighbor effects. Circular dichroism (CD) spectra and melting temperatures were acquired for 16 hybrid sequences that could be formed by mixing S-DNA and RNA oligomers of 24 nucleotides in length. CD spectra of S-DNA.RNA hybrids were sequence-dependent and were similar to those of analogous unmodified hybrids. From singular value decomposition, the major CD spectral component was like that of the A-conformation. Three nearest-neighbor relationships among the hybrid CD spectra were in as good agreement as are such relationships among spectra of duplex RNAs. Tm values ranged from 44.1 degrees C for S-d(ACT)8. r(AGU)8 to 66.6 degrees C for S-d(CCT)8.r(AGG)8 (in 0.15 M K+, phosphate buffer, pH 7). The S-DNA.RNA hybrids had a sequence-dependence of melting temperatures that was approximately the same as that calculated using published data for normal DNA.RNA hybrids [Sugimoto, N., Nakano, S., Katoh, M., Matsumura, A., Nakamuta, H., Ohmichi, T.,Yoneyama, M., & Sasaki, M. (1995) Biochemistry 34, 11211-11216]. In general, sequence-dependent CD spectra and Tm values of S-DNA.RNA hybrids appear to reflect the unique nearest-neighbor interactions of adjacent base pairs, where the S-DNA and RNA strands are in different, but relatively uniform, conformations.